Announcements for November 13

- Exam 2 will be on Friday, November 20. It will especially cover recursion, data structures, and the basic information about classes. That week’s lab will be fun and not too long.
- There is a new group forming: OPOC – Oberlin Programmers of Color. The first meeting will be Friday, November 13 at 4:30 in King 239. The CS Department is providing cookies and tea. Tea?? That’s what I have been told.
- **HEY YOU!**
  Do you like art? Do you like computers? Do you feel ambivalent about those but really like showing off?

Then consider submitting to the

**CS ART SHOW!!!**

(Show tentatively scheduled for the evening of **December 5th**, submission due date **November 28th**)

It is time for submissions! Please email Elizabeth Bentivegna (ebentine@oberlin.edu) with:

- Your art (if it can be attached to an email)
- A description of what you will need to display the art
- Anything else important for us to know

Note: Your art does not have to be CS related!

**You don't have to be a CS major or an "artist" to submit** - you just need something that you made that you think other people might like to see! You also have plenty of time to create something if you don't have anything ready now.

Examples of past submissions include: paintings, drawings, origami, fiberoptics, animations, 3-D printings, and songs! There will also be a space for live musical/other performances, and we can help you get equipment (we are tentatively holding the show in the Harkness basement).